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Precursor phenomena in frustrated systems
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To understand the origin of the dynamical transition, between high-temperature exponential relaxation and
low-temperature nonexponential relaxation, that occurs well above the static transition in glassy systems, a
frustrated spin model, with and without disorder, is considered. The model has two phase transitions, the lower
being a standard spin glass transition~in the presence of disorder! or fully frustrated Ising~in the absence of
disorder!, and the higher being a Potts transition. Monte Carlo results clarify that in the model with~or without!
disorder the precursor phenomena are related to the Griffiths~or Potts! transition. The Griffiths transition is a
vanishing transition which occurs above the Potts transition and is present only when disorder is present, while
the Potts transition which signals the effect due to frustration is always present. These results suggest that
precursor phenomena in frustrated systems are due either to disorder and/or to frustration, giving a consistent
interpretation also for the limiting cases of Ising spin glass and of Ising fully frustrated model, where also the
Potts transition is vanishing. This interpretation could play a relevant role in glassy systems beyond the spin
systems case.@S1063-651X~99!03106-2#

PACS number~s!: 05.70.Fh, 02.70.Lq, 75.10.Nr
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Experiments on glassy systems such as structural gla
ionic conductors, supercooled liquids, polymers, colloi
and spin glasses~SG! @1# show that precursor phenomen
occur at some temperatureT* well above the static transi
tion. In particular, the density-density or spin-spin autoc
relation function in glasses@2# or spin glasses@3# has a tran-
sition from a high-temperature exponential behavior to
low-temperature nonexponential behavior atT* . Many at-
tempts to relate these dynamical transitions to thermo
namic @4# or, alternatively, percolation@5,6# transitions are
present in the literature, each one supported by nume
simulations@5–8#. In particular for SG models, where ran
dom distributed ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic inter
tions give rise to frustration, Randeriaet al. @4# suggested
that T* should be smaller than the Griffiths temperatureTc
@9#, i.e., the critical temperature of an Ising ferromagnet@10#.
Intuitively the reason is that the randomness of the mo
allows the presence of exponentially rare large unfrustra
regions that reach an ordered state atTc , each one with a
characteristic length and a characteristic relaxation time.
distribution of relaxation times belowTc gives rise to a non-
exponential global relaxing correlation for the system, the
fore T* <Tc . Numerically it is found thatT* is close toTc
@1,7,8#.

It has also been suggested that a mechanism which w
lead to nonexponential relaxation in frustrated systems is
sociated with percolation of the Fortuin-Kasteleyn–Conigl
Klein @11# ~FK-CK! clusters, which can be proved to occ
at a temperatureTp<Tc . Since it is argued that above th
percolation transition the available phase space beco
rather ramified, enough to slow down the dynamics, this p
colation mechanism implies that nonexponential relaxat
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should occur also in fully frustrated~FF! Ising systems@12#
where, due to the absence of disorder, there is no Griffi
phase while the percolation temperatureTp is finite. Recent
simulations@13# on the two-dimensional~2D! and 3D FF
Ising model in fact show the existence of nonexponen
relaxation below a temperature equal within the numeri
precision toTp .

One might wonder whether also in spin glassesT* 5Tp or
insteadT* 5Tc , since both results would satisfy Randeira
criterion. Unfortunately, it is found thatTp is less but close
to Tc and it is very difficult numerically to locate precisel
T* to distinguish betweenTp andTc .

In order to better understand the role of the percolat
transition and the location ofT* in the spin glass model in
this paper we consider a frustrated model in the presenc
disorder, whereTc is quite a bit larger thanTp , so that it can
be easily distinguished. The numerical results allow us
conclude thatT* .Tc . Moreover, in the absence of disorde
i.e., in the FF case~without Tc!, the relevant role ofTp in the
dynamical transition is confirmed, giving a scenario cons
tent with all the previous results. In particular, the mod
considered here clarifies the physical meaning ofTp , relat-
ing it to a Potts transition that vanishes in the SG case an
the FF Ising case. Therefore, in the SG case there are
vanishing transitions~the Griffiths atTc and the Potts tran-
sition atTp) in the paramagnetic phase that give rise to no
exponential relaxation. However, sinceTc.Tp the first tran-
sition dominates hiding the effects of the lower transition
Tp . In the FF Ising model instead there is only the vanish
transition atTp which now can be manifested, marking th
onset of nonexponential relaxation.

Let us consider the following frustrated model wi
2s-state spin variables whose Hamiltonian is given by

H52sJ(
^ i , j &

@ds is j
~e i , jSiSj11!22#, ~1!ty,
6409 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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where to each lattice site is associated an Ising spinSi

561 and ans-state Potts@14# spins i51, . . . ,s. The sum is
extended over all nearest-neighbor sites,J.0 is the strength
of interaction, ande i , j561 is a quenched variable~the sign
of the interaction!.

When thee i , j are randomly distributed, the model is
superposition of a ferromagnetics-state Potts model and
6J Ising SG and we will refer to it as the Potts spin gla
~PSG!; when thee i , j configuration is ordered in such a wa
that every elementary cell of the lattice has an odd numbe
21 signs ~i.e., is frustrated!, the Potts model is superim
posed to a FF Ising model, and we will refer to it as the Po
FF ~PFF! model. Fords is j

51 ~i.e., s51) we recover, re-

spectively, the6J Ising SG and the FF Ising model.
Both the PSG and the PFF models exhibit@15–18#, for

everys.1, a thermodynamic transition atTp(s) in the same
universality class of the ferromagnetics-state Potts transition
~see Fig. 1!. This transition corresponds to the percolati
transition of FK-CK clusters. For example, fors52 at Tp
there is a second-order phase transition in the univers
class of the Ising transition@16,18#. Therefore,Tp for s.1
marks the Potts thermodynamic transition, which disappe
for s51 @19#. Both the models also exhibit a lower transitio
in the same universality class of the SG transition and of
FF Ising model, respectively, for the PSG@15# and the PFF
model@17#. The PSG model also has a higher Griffiths te
perature, atTc(s), which is the transition of the model with
out disorder, namely with alle i j 51. It is easy to recognize
that in this case the model corresponds to the ferromagn
2s Potts model, therefore the Griffiths temperatureTc(s)
corresponds to the transition temperature of the ferrom
netic 2s Potts model@14#.

For s51, that is, the6J Ising SG, Ogielski@7# showed
that nonexponential relaxations appear belowTc , separating
the paramagnetic~PM! phase in a high-temperature P
phase and a low-temperature Griffiths (G in Fig. 1! PM
phase. An analogous phase diagram holds for the 2D c
with the SG phase suppressed toT50.

Here we will analyze the dynamical behavior of th
2s-state PSG and PFF models, withs52 in 2D, simulated
by standard Monte Carlo~MC! spin-flip dynamics.

FIG. 1. Qualitative phase diagram for the PSG model in 3D
function of s. Solid lines mark real thermodynamic phase tran
tions, while dotted line marks the vanishing Griffiths transitio
Cross marks Potts vanishing transition in thes51 (6J Ising SG!
case. An analogous phase diagram holds for the PFF model w
FF Ising phase at the place of the SG phase@17,18# and without the
G phase.
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PSG model. We have studied the normalized autocorre
tion function

f ~ t !5
xSG~ t !2xSG~ t→`!

xSG~0!2xSG~ t→`!
~2!

of the time-dependent nonlinear susceptibility

xSG~ t !5
1

NK F(
i 51

N

Si~ t1t0!Si~ t0!G2L , ~3!

where N is the total number of spins,t0 the equilibration
time, xSG(0)5N, and where the bar stands for the avera
over the disorder and the angular brackets for the ther
average. Following Ref.@5# the infinite size behavior off (t)
has been extrapolated at everyt plotting the data for finite
linear sizesL vs 1/L. To test the form off (t) we fitted the
data ~a! with a simple exponential, finding good fits onl
asymptotically for long time and for high temperatures,~b!
with a stretched exponentialf 0 exp@(t/t)b#, finding that it
fails to fit the data only for short times, and~c! with the form
f 0t2x exp@(t/t)b# suggested by Ogielski@7#, finding that it fits
very well the data over all the time’s range and the tempe
ture’s range@see Fig. 2~A!# @22#. The parametersb, t, andx
used in the fit~b! and ~c! are plotted in Fig. 2~B!. In both
types of fit the correlation functions turn out to be nonexp
nential forT<Tc . The results show thatT* .Tc . Since here
the differenceTc2Tp is quite large@23#, it is possible to
excludeT* <Tp @24#.

PFF model. We have studied the autocorrelation functio
defined by Eqs.~2! and ~3! without the average over th
disorder, since there is no disorder in the model in this ca
The data, shown in Fig. 3~A!, are fitted with the above-
mentioned fitting forms (a), (b), and (c). The fit parameters
and the integral autocorrelation time@21# are presented in
Fig. 3~B! and show that the onset of nonexponential behav
is T* .Tp within the numerical precision@24#.

This dynamical behavior is still present in thes51 case
@13#, where the Potts variables are not present anymore
the thermodynamic transition atTp disappears. If there were
no frustration, the spin variables would become critical
Tp , like the Potts variables, giving rise in the free energy
two minima separated by an infinite barrier. However, due
frustration in the spin variables the two minima in the fr
energy will evolve into a corrugated landscape. It is th
corrugated landscape which gives rise to the nonexpone
behavior in the dynamics.

In the disordered case one expects that the free en
starts to appear corrugated in phase space at the Grif
temperatureTc due to the effect of the disorder. As the tem
perature is lowered atTp the frustration induces more rough
ness in the free energy landscape and preliminary nume
results@25# suggest a relation betweenTp anol the crossover
for t from a high-temperature power-law behavior to
Arrhenius behavior, well seen experimentally@26#.

In conclusion, we have compared the dynamical behav
of 2s-state PSG and PFF models, withs52. These models
have two thermodynamic transitions, the lower temperat
transition being a SG~or FF Ising! transition and the highe
at Tp being an Ising transition. In the disordered~PSG!
model nonexponential relaxations start to appear atT*
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FIG. 2. PSG:~A! Nonlinear susceptibility correlation functio
for L→` limit from data for square lattices with linear sizes~in
lattice steps! L520, 24, 30, 40 and periodic boundary conditio
~p.b.c.! at temperature range 2.25<T<3.75~in J/kB unity!, includ-
ing Tc53.641@14# andTp52.92560.075@16#. Since we are well
above the SG transition~occurring atT50 in 2D!, relatively low
statistics produce good data@20#. For clarity we show only some o
the recorded data for some of the simulated temperatures an
enlarged view of the lower temperatures. Points are results of
simulation, solid lines the fits with the form~c! ~see text!, dashed
lines with the form~b!, and dotted lines with the form~a!. Where
not shown, the errors are smaller than the point’s size.~B! Fit pa-
rameters used in part~A!: Circles are the parameters for the for
~c!, triangles for the form~b!; squares are the integral correlatio
times @21#. Arrows showTp andTc .
.Tc , i.e., at the Griffiths temperature, extending tos52 the
previous results fors51 @7,8#. In the PFF model, where
there is no disorder and the Griffiths phase is not present,
effect of frustration which occurs atTp can be manifested. In
fact, we find nonexponential relaxation starting atTp for
both s52 ands51 @13#, where a real and, respectively,
vanishing transition occur.

This scenario gives a consistent interpretation of all
existing results about frustrated spin systems in the literat
and could be relevant in general to understand the h
temperature behavior of glassy systems. In particular,

an
e

FIG. 3. PFF:~A! Nonlinear susceptibility correlation function
for L→` limit from data for square lattices with one antiferroma
netic interaction and three ferromagnetic interactions per elem
tary cell, such that the systems are fully frustrated in a determini
way, with p.b.c. andL520, 24, 30, 40, 50 for the temperature ran
2.65,T,3.25, including theTp52.7360.03 @18# where a second-
order Ising transition occurs. The statistics is three times that u
for the PSG without the average over the disorder@20#. Only some
data for some temperatures are shown.~B! Parameters used in pa
~A! and integral correlation times@21#. In ~A! and~B! symbols are
as in the preceding figure. In~B! arrow showsTp .
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suggest that the relation of the precursor phenomena with
Griffiths phase and the Potts vanishing transition should
experimentally studied in regular crystals, such as cupra
with doping induced disorder, where both the SG case
the FF case can be reproduced.
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